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Welcome
W E L C O M E  T O  T H E  J U L Y  E D I T I O N  O F  T H E  H E A L T H Y  Y O U T H  N E W S L E T T E R !

In this issue we've included
materials on decision making,
the dangers of inhalants, and
information on healthy lifestyle
programs.  Our tip for the
month is beach safety and in
the parents corner we share
information on firework safety,
the COVID-19 vaccine, and the
youth advisory board. We also
have a fun beach coloring page
and a recipe for frozen yogurt
bark!
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What is a Decision?

A choice that you must make between

one thing and another. How you

choose to do something.

What is an Outcome?

An outcome is what happens as a

result of making a decision.

Consequences are outcomes.

Everyday Decisions

You make simple decisions everyday

like what to eat for breakfast, what

clothes to wear to school, or whether

you are going to pack or buy lunch.

You are able to make some of these

decisions quickly, without having to

think very long about them. Whether

you realized it or not, you went

through some steps to reach your

decision. Let’s take a look at the basic

steps.

You find a wallet on the ground at

recess. Your friend tells you to

keep it. What do you do?

You need to study for your test

but your friend wants you to play

an online video game with them.

What do you do?

Stop, Think, Go

Think about decision making like a

traffic light. 

STOP - Ask yourself what the

decision or problem is.

THINK - Ask yourself what your

choices or options are. Also think

about the possible outcomes of each

choice.

GO - Make your decision, do what is

right for you and keep in mind what

is important to you!

Try these scenarios:

"Sometimes it's the smallest decisions

that can change your life forever"

-K. Russell

Life Skills
D E C I S I O N  M A K I N G

Everyday we make decisions that affect our lives. Sometimes our decisions are

simple and sometimes our decisions can be complicated.
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Ingredients

*yields 10 servings

3 cups fat free vanilla yogurt

½ cup honey

1 cup white chocolate chips

1 cup fresh raspberries (or cut

strawberries)

1 cup fresh blueberries

Healthy Behaviors

Nutritional Facts: 195 calories per serving

Note: You may use any flavored yogurt you like. 

Instructions

In a medium bowl, combine the yogurt and honey until well

combined. Using a spatula, fold in the white chocolate chips.

Line a cookie sheet with foil or parchment paper. Pour the yogurt

mixture evenly over the cookie sheet, smoothing with your spatula.

Evenly distribute the raspberries and blueberries over the top of the

yogurt mixture.

Put in the freezer and chill for at least 2 hours. Break or cut into large

pieces to serve. Serve cold and keep in the freezer or on ice.

R E D ,  W H I T E ,  &  B L U E  F R O Z E N  Y O G U R T  B A R K
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How They're Used:

These are inhaled directly from the

container (called sniffing or

snorting), from a plastic bag (called

bagging), or by holding an inhalant-

soaked rag in the mouth (called

huffing).

What They Do:

Inhalants produce a quick feeling of

being drunk — followed by

sleepiness, staggering, dizziness, and

confusion. Long-time users get

headaches, nosebleeds, and

sometimes lose their sense of smell.

Inhalants decrease oxygen to the

brain and can cause brain damage.

Using an inhalant just one time can

lead to life-threatening health

problems, and even cause death.

Excitement, no inhibition,

impulsive behavior

Double vision, dizziness, unsteady

walking

Sneezing, coughing, runny nose,

red eyes

Slurred speech, nausea, vomiting

Sleepiness, headache, passing out

Death

Trouble with attention, poor

problem-solving

Muscle weakness and tremor

Balance problems

Poor memory, mood changes,

dementia

Short-Term Effects Include:

Long-Term Effects From Brain and

Nerve Damage Include:

ATOD Prevention
T H E  D A N G E R S  O F  I N H A L A N T S
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Inhalants are things that are breathed in to give the user an immediate rush, or

high. They include glues, paint thinners, dry cleaning fluids, gasoline, felt-tip

marker fluid, hair spray, deodorants, spray paint, and whipped cream

dispensers (whippets).



Stress Busters
C O L O R I N G  P A G E
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Promoting Healthy Lifestyles
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Worcester Wellness Weigh

An online program designed to help educate youth, adults, and families about healthy eating,

physical activity, weight management, stress, and financial wellness. Participants receive a

healthy eating coach and a physical activity coach who works with them to help set and achieve

goals. Participants receive wearable technology and access to in person and virtual walking

events, grocery store tours, and healthy cooking demonstrations. 

Diabetes Prevention Program

An evidence-based program proven to prevent people with prediabetes or those with a history

of gestational diabetes from developing type 2 diabetes. Learn about goal setting, tracking food

and activity, increasing physical activity, improving eating habits, and losing weight. Each

participant has their own lifestyle change coach who works with them one on one outside of

group sessions to help you set and achieve your health goals.

Just Walk

A self-directed, self-reported physical activity program that rewards participants for being

active. Enjoy the beautiful summer weather while walking around Worcester! Visit

justwalkworcester.org to sign-up.

Smoking Cessation

Group smoking cessation counseling. Offered online and in-person at rotating sites throughout

the county. Youth and adult classes available. Vouchers are available to help offset the cost of

nicotine patch, gum, lozenge and Chantix for those who meet program eligibility.

Healthy Lifestyle

A multi-session program designed specifically for individuals in recovery. Learn about healthy

eating, active living, and stress management. Receive free incentives such as cook books,

exercise DVDs, resistance bands, body weight scales, and more!

For more information about any of these programs, please call (410) 632-1100 x1108 or email

crystal.bell1@maryland.gov. To learn more about diabetes or diabetes prevention visit

http://worcesterhealth.org/prevention-menu/83-diabetes

A healthy summer begins now! The days are longer, fresh produce is widely available, and the

weather is perfect for moving our bodies outdoors. The Worcester County Health Department

has a variety of programs to help you and your family jump start your health and wellness goals

this Summer. We encourage you to take advantage of these free programs:

mailto:crystal.bell1@maryland.gov
http://worcesterhealth.org/prevention-menu/83-diabetes


Never dive into the ocean. Most places to swim at the beach

are not deep enough for diving. Avoid head or neck injuries by

always getting into the water feet first. 

Always obey the beach lifeguards. Ask the lifeguard on duty

about any dangerous riptides in the area.

Wear life jackets. The waves can often change and make it

difficult to stay above water when you are swimming in the

ocean. 

Only swim when the lifeguard is on duty. Lifeguards are able

to help you if you are having trouble swimming or if you hurt

yourself. 

Protect yourself from the sun. Carry a beach umbrella and

apply sunscreen. 

Bring shoes to wear on the sand. The sand can get very hot at

certain times of day. This can lead to burns on the bottom of

your feet if you don’t have shoes to protect them. 

Tip of The Month
B E A C H  S A F E T Y
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Kids should never play with fireworks. Things like firecrackers, rockets, and sparklers are

just too dangerous. If you give kids sparklers, make sure they keep them outside and

away from the face, clothing, and hair. Sparklers can reach 1,800°F (982°C) — hot enough

to melt gold.

Buy only legal fireworks (legal fireworks have a label with the manufacturer's name and

directions; illegal ones are unlabeled), and store them in a cool, dry place. Illegal

fireworks usually go by the names M-80, M100, blockbuster, or quarterpounder. These

explosives were banned in 1966, but still account for many fireworks injuries.

Never try to make your own fireworks.

Always use fireworks outside and have a bucket of water and a hose nearby in case of

accidents.

Steer clear of others setting off fireworks. They can backfire or shoot off in the wrong

direction.

Never throw or point fireworks at someone, even as a joke.

Don't hold fireworks in your hand or have any part of your body over them while

lighting. Wear eye protection, and don't carry fireworks in your pocket — the friction

could set them off.

Point fireworks away from homes, and keep away from brush and leaves and flammable

substances. The National Fire Protection Association estimates that local fire

departments respond to more 50,000 fires caused by fireworks each year.

Light one firework at a time (not in glass or metal containers), and never relight a dud.

Don't allow kids to pick up pieces of fireworks after an event. Some may still be ignited

and can explode at any time.

Soak all fireworks in a bucket of water before throwing them in the trash can.

Think about your pet. Animals have sensitive ears and can be very frightened or stressed

by the Fourth of July and other big celebrations. Keep pets indoors to reduce the risk

that they'll run loose or get injured.

Parent's Corner
F I R E W O R K  S A F E T Y
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If fireworks are legal where you live, keep these safety tips in mind:

https://kidshealth.org/en/parents/fire.html


Parent's Corner
C O V I D - 1 9  V A C C I N E  I N F O R M A T I O N
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Be infected with the virus 

Get sick from COVID-19

Spread COVID-19 to others 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), while

fewer children have been infected with COVID-19 compared to adults,

children can:

that causes COVID-19

The CDC recommends that

everyone 12 years and older

should get a COVID-19

vaccination to help protect

against COVID-19. Children 12-

17 years old are able to get the

Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19

vaccine. These vaccines can

help keep your child from

getting seriously sick even if

they do get COVID-19. COVID-

19 vaccines are safe and

effective. They have been used

under the most intensive safety

monitoring in U.S. history. Your

child can’t get COVID-19 from

any COVID-19 vaccine,

including the Pfizer-BioNtech

vaccine. For more information

about where to get a COVID-19

vaccination in Worcester

County, please visit

worcesterhealth.org

For more information about

 COVID-19 vaccination and youth, visit CDC.gov.

 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/keythingstoknow.html?s_cid=10493:covid%2019%20vaccine:sem.ga:p:%20RG:GM:gen:PTN:FY21


Parent's Corner
Y O U T H  A D V I S O R Y  B O A R D
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